
IMMUNE SYSTEM

 By the end of the lesson you should 

be able to

 Identify the 1st Line of Defense against a 

pathogen

 Identify the 2nd Line of Defense against 

a pathogen.

 Outline the stages in phagocytosis.

 Describe how antibodies work and how 

they are specific.



IMMUNITY
 the body’s ability to resist disease

 can be natural or acquired

 Natural immunity is something you are born 

with

 Acquired immunity is something you develop 

over a lifetime



TYPES OF IMMUNITY

NATURAL

Includes

 Intact skin

 Intact mucus 
membranes

 Tears

 Saliva

 Stomach acid

ACQUIRED

Includes

 Antibodies made 
after sickness

 Anti-venom

 Vaccines



FIRST LINES OF DEFENSE

skin
prevents 
entry

tears

antibacterial               

enzymes

saliva

antibacterial               

enzymes

stomach acid
low pH kills 
harmful 
microbes

mucus linings 
traps dirt and 
microbes

“good” gut 
bacteria out 
compete bad



SECOND LINES OF DEFENSE
 Inflammation

 Redness

 Heat

 Swelling

 Pain

 Involves white blood cells

 Non-specific response -
invading pathogens are 

targeted by macrophages

 Specific response - chemicals 

called antibodies that target 

specific pathogens



PHAGOCYTES



PHAGOCYTES

 Macrophages and Neutrophils

 Provide a non-specific response to 
disease
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PHAGOCYTOSIS
 Stages in phagocytosis

1. Phagocyte detects chemicals released by a 
pathogen (e.g. bacteria).

2. Phagocyte travels to location of pathogen

3. Phagocyte attaches to the pathogen and surrounds 
it with its cell membrane.

4. Lysosomes (digest things) inside the phagocyte 
release their contents to break apart the pathogen 
and digest it.

 During infection, hundreds of 

phagocytes are needed.

 Pus is dead bacteria 

and phagocytes



PUS

An accumulation of : -

 dead phagocytes

 destroyed bacteria

 dead cells

Pus shows your immune 

system is working.



LYMPHOCYTE



LYMPHOCYTES

 Provide a specific immune response to

infectious diseases.

There are 2 types: -

- T-cells 

- B-cells

They produce antibodies.  Antibodies are 

specific chemicals produced to protect 

us from specific pathogens.



ANTIGENS
 All cells have surface 

markers called antigens.

 Antigens - chemical flags 

that ID specific cells so 

our immune system 

knows they are safe

 Our immune system can 

recognize these as self

or non-self (foreign)



SPECIFIC RESPONSE
 Lymphocytes can detect presence of 

foreign antigens (non-self antigens)

 After ID, they can produce specific 

chemicals called antibodies.

 The antibody attaches to 

the antigen and signals 

other cells to destroy these

“tagged” pathogens.

 Antibodies combine with 

their specific antigen 

(like a lock and key)





IMMUNOLOGICAL MEMORY

 after an infection is fought off some 

lymphocytes become memory cells.

 if same pathogen returns memory cells stimulate 

the produce the specific antibody very rapidly.

 the infection is fought off before symptoms 

appear = secondary response

 vaccines can stimulate same response


